Recycling of eIF2-GDP to the GTP-bound form constitutes a core essential, regulated step in eukaryotic translation. This reaction is mediated by eIF2B, a heteropentameric factor with important links to human disease. eIF2 in the GTP-bound form binds to methionyl initiator tRNA to form a ternary complex, and the levels of this ternary complex can be a critical determinant of the rate of protein synthesis. Here we show that eIF2B serves as the target for translation inhibition by various fusel alcohols in yeast. Fusel alcohols are endpoint metabolites from amino acid catabolism, which signal nitrogen scarcity. We show that the inhibition of eIF2B leads to reduced ternary complex levels and that different eIF2B subunit mutants alter fusel alcohol sensitivity. A DNA tiling array strategy was developed that overcame difficulties in the identification of these mutants where the phenotypic distinctions were too subtle for classical complementation cloning. Fusel alcohols also lead to eIF2␣ dephosphorylation in a Sit4p-dependent manner. In yeast, eIF2B occupies a large cytoplasmic body where guanine nucleotide exchange on eIF2 can occur and be regulated. Fusel alcohols impact on both the movement and dynamics of this 2B body. Overall, these results confirm that the guanine nucleotide exchange factor, eIF2B, is targeted by fusel alcohols. Moreover, they highlight a potential connection between the movement or integrity of the 2B body and eIF2B regulation.
INTRODUCTION
The regulation of protein synthesis allows cells to promptly modify protein levels. A key regulated step in the translation initiation pathway is mediated by the eukaryotic initiation factor (eIF) 2B (Proud, 2005) . eIF2B supports a guanine nucleotide exchange reaction where GDP bound eIF2 is converted to the GTP-bound form. This form interacts with the methionyl initiator tRNA to form a "ternary complex" and hence sustains ongoing translation initiation. Inhibition of guanine nucleotide exchange on eIF2 therefore causes the global inhibition of protein production (Hinnebusch, 2005; Smirnova et al., 2005) .
Probably the best characterized example of such a regulatory mechanism occurs after amino acid starvation in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Hinnebusch, 2005) . More specifically, amino acid starvation activates a protein kinase, Gcn2p, which phosphorylates the ␣ subunit of eIF2, transforming it from a substrate of the eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange factor to an inhibitor. Phosphorylated eIF2 interacts tightly and essentially sequesters eIF2B, causing it to become limiting (Rowlands et al., 1988) . Severe starvation for amino acids therefore elicits a global inhibition of protein synthesis via the activation of an eIF2␣ kinase. This mechanism of translational control is highly conserved across different eukaryotic species. For example, in human cells there are four different eIF2␣ kinases that respond to a variety of stress conditions (Proud, 2005) . Hence, eIF2B constitutes a key eukaryotic translation control point (Pavitt, 2005) .
Even though global protein synthesis is inhibited after eIF2␣ phosphorylation and eIF2B inhibition, the GCN4 mRNA is translationally activated under such conditions via a complex mechanism involving short upstream open reading frames. The increase in Gcn4p serves to effectively reverse the starvation as this protein is a transcriptional inducer of many amino acid biosynthetic enzymes (Hinnebusch, 2005) . In a mechanism analogous to that of yeast GCN4 regulation, translation of the ATF4 transcription factor is activated under stress conditions that repress global translation (Lu et al., 2004; Vattem and Wek, 2004) . The induction of ATF4 serves to promote an integrated response to stress in terms of the reorganization of the gene expression program . Therefore this regulatory system closely parallels that identified in yeast.
In contrast to the process of eIF2␣ phosphorylation, much less is known about eIF2␣ dephosphorylation and how it is regulated. In yeast, overexpression of a fragment of the type 1 protein phosphatase, Glc7p, suggests that this protein plays a key role in eIF2␣ dephosphorylation (Wek et al., , 2006 . In higher cells, GADD34 and CReP have been identified as proteins where overexpression leads to increased eIF2␣ dephosphorylation, and this most likely involves the recruitment of type 1 protein phosphatase catalytic subunits (Novoa et al., 2001; Jousse et al., 2003) . GADD34, in particular, forms part of a negative feedback or recovery loop where activation of eIF2␣ phosphorylation and hence ATF4 expression transcriptionally induces the GADD34 gene, which then correlates with the subsequent reduction in phosphorylated eIF2␣ levels (Novoa et al., 2001) . In yeast, the type 2A-related protein phosphatase Sit4p, which functions as part of the TOR pathway (Di Como and Arndt, 1996) , has a number of links to the regulation of protein synthesis. For instance, the accumulation of phosphorylated eIF2␣ in response to the immunosuppressant and antifungal drug rapamycin requires inhibition of Sit4p (Cherkasova and Hinnebusch, 2003; Rohde et al., 2004) . In addition, overexpression of Sit4p suppresses the effects of lithium stress on translation initiation (Montero-Lomeli et al., 2002) .
eIF2B represents the target of phosphorylated eIF2 and is a heteropentameric complex (␣ to subunits). The ␣ (Gcn3p), ␤ (Gcn7p), and ␦ (Gcd2p) subunits are required for regulation via phosphorylated elF2␣, whereas the ␥ (Gcd1p) and (Gcd6p) subunits form a catalytic subcomplex required for guanine nucleotide exchange (Pavitt et al., 1998) . The GCN3 gene, which encodes the ␣ subunit of eIF2B, represents the only nonessential eIF2B gene. However, this gene is essential for adaptation to cellular stresses that act via eIF2␣ phosphorylation (Hannig and Hinnebusch, 1988) . The Gcn3p-Gcd7p-Gcd2p regulatory subcomplex has been shown to mediate the high-affinity interaction that is observed between eIF2B and phosphorylated eIF2 (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2001) . Furthermore, in vitro experiments have shown that down-regulation of eIF2B activity by phosphorylated eIF2␣ is not observed in the absence of the Gcn3p subunit (Pavitt et al., 1998) .
We have recently found that both eIF2B and eIF2 reside in a single eIF2B body (2B body) within yeast cells (Campbell et al., 2005; Campbell and Ashe, 2006) . Fluorescent recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) studies suggest that while eIF2B is a resident feature, eIF2 rapidly transits through the 2B body. Indeed genetic and metabolic strategies to lower the in vivo rate of the eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange reaction concomitantly reduce the rate of eIF2 transit (Campbell et al., 2005) . These results are consistent with the 2B body participating in the guanine nucleotide exchange reaction.
A variety of factors outside of eIF2␣ phosphorylation have been found to impact on eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange activity. For instance, in higher cells various protein kinases, including GSK3, CK1, CK2, and DYRK, have been described to phosphorylate specific eIF2B residues (Woods et al., 2001; Wang and Proud, 2008) . In addition, mutations in all five eIF2B subunits have been identified as linked to the human inherited disorder leukoencephalopathy with vanishing white matter (VWM) or childhood ataxia with central hypomyelination (CACH; Scali et al., 2006) . Furthermore, in both yeast and higher cells volatile anesthetics appear to inhibit protein synthesis via eIF2B (Palmer et al., 2005 (Palmer et al., , 2006 . Finally, in yeast fusel alcohols have been shown to inhibit translation initiation via a mechanism involving eIF2B (Ashe et al., 2001) .
Fusel alcohols are byproducts of amino acid catabolism in yeast, and their production is associated with nitrogen scarcity. Fusel alcohols have been shown to have an impact on a range of cellular processes and structures including the cell cycle, mitochondria, the cell wall, and membrane transport (La Valle and Wittenberg, 2001; Martinez-Anaya et al., 2003; Kern et al., 2004) . Previously, we have shown that fusel alcohols also inhibit translation initiation (Ashe et al., 2001) . More specifically, we showed that in different isolates of the W303-1A yeast laboratory strain, 1-butanol led to variable effects on protein synthesis as measured by polysome analysis and pulse labeling. We defined this genetic variation as either butanol resistant (BUT R ) or butanol sensitive (BUT S ). Using genetic mapping, we showed that the explanation for the difference in the resistance/sensitivity to butanol lay in the GCD1 gene, which codes for the ␥ subunit of eIF2B. Ultimately, we found that a W303-1A isolate with serine at position 180 in eIF2B␥ is BUT S , whereas the isolate with proline at this position is BUT R . These results implicate eIF2B as an important component of the translational inhibition caused by fusel alcohols. This conclusion was further supported by the fact that overexpression of all five subunits of eIF2B partially suppressed the butanol-sensitive phenotype and that butanol led to a rapid induction of GCN4 mRNA translation. We have also compared butanol regulation to amino acid starvation in terms of those mRNAs that are translationally maintained under conditions where global protein synthesis is down-regulated. This analysis showed that consistent with the different physiological impact of the two stresses, a different set of mRNAs continue to be translated for each stress despite these stresses targeting the same factor eIF2B (Smirnova et al., 2005) .
In this current study, we have further analyzed the impact of fusel alcohols on protein synthesis and the eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange factor. We investigate a variety of eIF2B mutants and identify butanol-resistant eIF2B␣ mutants using DNA tiling array technology. We show that fusel alcohols lead to a Sit4p-dependent dephosphorylation of eIF2␣, but that Sit4p does not play a role in the global inhibition of translation initiation. Finally, we describe the influence of fusel alcohols on the 2B body. Here the alcohols prevent the random diffusion of this body through the yeast cell cytoplasm, perhaps because the alcohols somehow stabilize a tethered form. This effect correlates well with the inhibition of protein synthesis. Therefore these studies highlight the possibility that the movement of the 2B body is somehow associated with eIF2B activity in recycling eIF2-GDP to eIF2-GTP.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains Construction and Growth Conditions
Yeast strains (Table 1) were grown on standard yeast extract, peptone, glucose (YPD) media or synthetic complete media (SCD) at 30°C (Guthrie and Fink, 1991) . Butanol and other alcohols were added at the specified concentrations in liquid culture for the indicated times at 30°C. Amino acid starvation was achieved via incubation in media lacking all amino acids for 10 -30 min. In strains generated for localization or immunoprecipitation studies, genomic loci were tagged with enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) or the Myc epitope using a PCR-based assay and plasmids (Janke et al., 2004) . Tagged genomic loci were confirmed by both PCR and Western blot analysis.
Plasmid Construction
The GCD1-C483W, GCN3-T41K, and GCN3-R148K plasmids were constructed using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis system (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) on the pMK27 (pGCD1 TRP1 2; Ashe et al., 2001 ) and p1999 (pGCN3 LEU2 2; Yang and Hinnebusch, 1996) 
Analysis of Ribosome Distribution on Sucrose Gradients
Yeast cultures were grown to an OD 600 of 0.7 and treated by the addition of butanol, as described above. Extracts were prepared in 100 g/ml cycloheximide, and the extracts were subsequently layered onto 15-50% sucrose gradients. The gradients were sedimented via centrifugation at 40,000 rpm using a SW41 Beckman rotor for 2.5 h (Fullerton, CA), and the A 254 was measured continuously to give the traces shown (Ashe et al., 2000) . MAT␣ his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 GCD1-P180 GCN3-GFP::G418 This study yMK1363 MAT␣ his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 GCD1-S180 GCN7-GFP::G418 This study yMK1439 MAT␣ ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 GCD1-S180 
Tiling Arrays
The protocol was carried out as described previously (Gresham et al., 2006) with some minor modifications. Tiling arrays in the forward direction were used, and cobalt chloride was omitted from the DNase digestion step. To obtain reliable results using SNPscanner (http://genomics-pubs.princeton.edu/ SNPscanner/), new hybridizations of the control strain (FY3) and the polymorphic training strain (RM11-1a) were carried out. In total six FY3 arrays (five technical replicates from the same DNase I digestion and one biological replicate from a separate DNase I digestion) and three arrays of RM11a (from the same DNase I digestion) were used to train the SNPscanner software. After retraining, virtually identical results were obtained to previous studies from a control hybridization of FY3 at a prediction signal of Ͼ5 (Gresham et al., 2006) . For hybridizations of yMK16 and yMK36 a prediction signal of Ͼ10 was set to ensure only the highest quality SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) were called. To detect SNPs that were present in yMK16, but not YMK36, SNPs present in both YMK36 and YMK16 were removed using the compare_strains perl script included with the SNPscanner program.
Western Blot Analysis of eIF2␣ and Phosphoserine 51 eIF2␣
Yeast strains were grown to an OD 600 of 0.7 in SCD and divided into 25-ml aliquots. The cells were pelleted, and the media or alcohol treatments indicated in the figure legends were carried out. All cells were lysed, and protein samples were prepared, electrophoretically separated, and subjected to immunoblot analysis as described previously (Ashe et al., 2000) . The phosphospecific eIF2␣ (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and eIF2␣ (Dr. T. Dever, NIH, Bethesda. MD) antibodies were used for the detection.
Coimmunoprecipitation of eIF2B Complex
Strains were grown in YPD to an OD 600 of 1.0, and 100-ml cultures were either treated with 1% butanol for 10 min at 30°C or left untreated and rapidly pelleted in a clinical centrifuge. Pellets were flash-frozen, and protein extracts were prepared by grinding under liquid nitrogen. Cell powders were resuspended in 250 ml buffer A (30 mM HEPES.KOH, pH 7.5, 100 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM PMSF), and unlysed cells were pelleted in a clinical centrifuge. Cell extract, 600 g, was incubated with preconjugated anti-Myc agarose beads and incubated at 4°C for 2 h. Beads were collected by centrifugation at 400 ϫ g, and the supernatant fraction was removed. The beads were then washed three times with buffer A. Finally, the pellet fractions were eluted by boiling in 100 l SDS-PAGE loading buffer. One-tenth of the pellet and one-thirtieth of the input was used for Western blotting.
Measurement of Ternary Complex
Cell extracts were prepared as described above except buffer B (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 5 mM NaF, 2.5 mM PMSF, 7 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol [BME], 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton-X, protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) and RNAsin Plus (Promega, Madison, WI; 80 units per 100 l) was used instead of buffer A. Protein, 1 mg, in a volume of 200 l of buffer B was added to 100 l of Red ANTI-FLAG M2 affinity gel (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and incubated at 4°C for 2 h. The resin was washed with 200 l buffer B (with 50 M GMPP-N-P) and incubated for 20 min. This was repeated, and the sample was split 80:20 (160 l:40 l). The 40-l aliquot was centrifuged, and the resin was resuspended in 40 l of SDS-PAGE buffer (lacking BME). Samples were boiled for 10 min, and 10 l of these eluates was loaded onto SDS-PAGE gels for Western blotting. For the input, 3 l of the original extract was used for SDS-PAGE and Western analysis. RNA was prepared from both the 160-l eluate fraction and a 30-l (made up to 160 l) sample of the original extract. Briefly, samples were extracted in 320 l Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 80 l chloroform. Glycan blue carrier, 3 l, (Ambion, Austin, TX), 15 l 3 M NaOAc, pH 5.2, and 140 l isopropanol were added and mixed. Precipitates were pelleted and resuspended in formaldehyde-loading dye. Samples were boiled and loaded onto 8% polyacrylamide gels that were processed for Northern blotting as described in Singh et al. (2007) . Blots were probed using a 5Ј end-labeled [ 32 P]oligonucleotide probe (5Ј-AGCCCTGCGCGCTTCCACTG-3Ј) specific to the initiator methionyl tRNA.
Microscopy
Real-time 2D deconvolved projections from continuous z-sweep acquisition were generated using a Delta Vision RT microscope (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA) with an Olympus 100ϫ 1.40 NA DIC oil PlanApo objective (Melville, NY) and Roper CoolSnap HQ camera (Tucson, AZ) using Applied Precision Softworx 1.1 software and 2 ϫ 2 binning at room temperature. Z-sweep acquisition allowed fast visualization of all planes while minimizing fluorescent bleaching. Time-course experiments were performed by acquiring images every 5 s over a 2-min time period. ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ ij/; NIH) was used to manually track the movement of the 2B body in the images acquired during the time course. The values calculated for the mean total distance moved by the 2B body were subjected to statistical analysis. A two-sample t test was used to determine if the mean total distance moved by the 2B body in cells treated with either 1% (vol/vol) butanol or 2% (vol/vol) butanol was significantly different from the movement of the 2B body in untreated cells of the same strain background. Images for quantitation of eIF2 in the 2B body were captured on a confocal microscope (SP5; Leica, Bannockburn, IL) using a 63ϫ 0.6 -1.40 NA plan Apo oil objective (Leica). Images were acquired using Application Suite 1.6.3 (Leica). For densitometric analysis, a merged 12-image z-series was taken, and the images were measured using ImageJ software (NIH). FRAP analysis was carried out as previously described (Campbell et al., 2005) .
Mean Squared Displacement
2B body movement was measured at 5-s intervals over a 2-min time period and this movement was tracked using ImageJ software (NIH). These data were imported into Excel and used to calculate the Mean squared displacement (MSD) for each 2B body for ⌬t across the time-lapse experiments using the following equation (Platani et al., 2002) :
where ⌬t corresponds to the time interval between images and d(t) to the position of the 2B body at any time t.
RESULTS
eIF2B Mutant Strains Differ in Their Susceptibility to 1-Butanol
To expand our previous analysis of 1-butanol and its impact on protein synthesis, we made use of BUT S (butanol sensitive) and BUT R (butanol resistant) W303-1A laboratory isolates, where the difference in butanol sensitivity is explained by an allelic variation, P180 (BUT R ) or S180 (BUT S ), in the GCD1 gene encoding eIF2B␥ (Ashe et al., 2001) . In both strains translation initiation is inhibited 10 min after the addition of butanol ( Figure 1A ). However, there is a fundamental difference in the concentration of butanol required to bring about the inhibitory effect. By plotting the percentage of translationally active ribosomes (i.e., polysome associated ribosomes) across the titration series for both yeast strains ( Figure S1A ), the median inhibitory concentration (IC50) for the BUT R isolate was found to be ϳ1.5% (vol/vol) butanol, whereas for the BUT S isolate the IC50 was ϳ0.8% (vol/vol) butanol. Consistent with this, for a whole range of different fusel alcohols a more effective inhibition of translation initiation is observed in the BUT S strain relative to the BUT R strain ( Figure 1B ). These results show that translation initiation is inhibited by fusel alcohols in both the BUT R and BUT S strains; however, the susceptibility differs dramatically. Interestingly, alcohols such as ethanol, isopropanol, and both d-and l-enantiomers of amino alcohols such as leucinol do inhibit translation initiation at high concentrations, but no difference is observed between the susceptibility of the BUT R and BUT S strains (data not shown). To extend the analysis of eIF2B and its role in the susceptibility of yeast to fusel alcohols, we also analyzed a gcd6-1 mutant strain (Bushman et al., 1993b) . Previously, this mutant of the GCD6 gene, coding for the subunit of eIF2B exhibited increased resistance in terms of growth to butanol treatment, even though the strain background already harbored the GCD1-P180 (BUT R ) allele (Ashe et al., 2001) . To confirm and extend these studies, we compared the resistance of the gcd6-1 mutant to the wild-type strain background using polysome analysis as a measure of translational effects. Consistent with the Gcd Ϫ phenotype, Figure  2A shows that the gcd6-1 mutant strain has reduced translational activity in the absence of alcohol, as judged by elevated monosome levels and decreased polysome levels relative to the wild-type strain (see Figure S1B ). Intriguingly though, the butanol-dependent inhibition of translation in this strain is not observed until a concentration of 1.4% (vol/vol) is reached. The control wild-type strain is inhibited at lower concentrations of 1.2% (vol/vol) . This is an interesting result because the Gcd Ϫ phenotype and consequent inhibited translation of the gcd6-1 mutant in the absence of fusel alcohols suggest decreased basal eIF2B activity, whereas the resistance to fusel alcohols suggests that at specific alcohol concentrations the eIF2B activity in this strain becomes greater than a wild-type strain. We determined the mutation in GCD6, which was responsible for the Gcd Ϫ phenotype of the gcd6-1 strain. A C383W change was identified that was found to cause both the Gcd Ϫ phenotype and the butanol resistance phenotype of this strain (data not shown).
The and ␥ subunits of eIF2B (encoded by GCD6 and GCD1, respectively) show homology across a number of domains. The residue, which is mutant in gcd6-1, lies within the third predicted hexapeptide repeat of the left-handed parallel ␤-helix (LbH) domain (pfam00132) of eIF2B (Mohammad-Qureshi et al., 2007) . This residue is conserved in the third hexapeptide repeat present in eIF2B␥ as C483 (see Figure S2 ). Therefore, we altered the C483 to W in GCD1-P180 and tested the susceptibility of the resulting strain to butanol. Figure 2B and Figure S1C show that this strain is highly sensitive to butanol with concentrations of 0.5% (vol/vol), eliciting a dramatic effect on protein synthesis. This is all the more surprising considering that this C483W mutation is placed in the context of the "resistant" P180 form of GCD1.
Overall, these results show that fusel alcohols can generally inhibit translation initiation, yet various mutations in the eIF2B and ␥ subunits produce subtle yet measurable differences in susceptibility to these alcohols. This can either make strains more sensitive or resistant to these alcohols. However, existing knowledge of the precise makeup of the eIF2B complex is insufficient to allow an accurate prediction as to the finite impact of these mutations or the mechanism by which the subtle differences in alcohol sensitivity are brought about.
eIF2B␣ Mutations Confer Butanol Resistance
In an attempt to understand more about the inhibition of translation initiation by butanol, we undertook a genetic screen. Starting with the BUT S (GCD1-S180) W303-1A isolate (Ashe et al., 2001) , we selected for resistance in terms of growth on 1.25% (vol/vol) butanol plates. Two promising mutants were identified, and these were further tested for translational resistance to the impact of butanol using polysome analysis. Both mutants exhibited increased resistance to butanol in terms of both growth and translation initiation ( Figure 3A) . PCR amplification from genomic DNA followed by sequencing showed that the mutants were not simply alterations at the GCD1-S180 site. In addition, no linkage to GCD1 was identified in backcrosses to the GCD1-P180 W303-1A strain, demonstrating that the new mutations were unlikely to represent intragenic GCD1 suppressors of the sensitive phenotype (data not shown). The mutations were found to be semidominant in that the heterozygote diploid grows faster on butanol plates than a homozygote BUT S diploid yet slower than the BUT R homozygote diploid (data not shown). In addition, when these mutants were directly crossed and tetrads were dissected, all of the resulting progeny were resistant to butanol, suggesting that these mutations are present within the same gene (data not shown). On this basis, these mutants were called BUT1-1 and BUT1-2 ( Figure 3A) .
A number of attempts were made to identify the mutant gene using standard complementation cloning techniques both with 2-m genomic libraries or genomic libraries generated from the mutant strains (Rose and Broach, 1991) . In addition, attempts were made to generate transposon-mediated insertion mutants in the same complementation group, as this strategy has been previously used to clone semidominant mutations (Burns et al., 1994) . However, all of these cloning attempts were unsuccessful, largely because of the A stringent cutoff value of 10 was used, and a prominent potential SNP was identified for the yMK16 (BUT1-2) strain (red) but not for the yMK36 (progenitor) strain (green). Sequencing analysis of multiple independently PCR-amplified DNA samples across the GCN3 locus identified a single amino acid change of arginine to lysine at position 148 for the yMK16 (BUT1-2) strain relative to the progenitor. number of false positives that impact on growth on butanol via mechanisms outside of translation initiation, combined with the subtlety of the butanol-resistant and -sensitive phenotypes. More recently, precise identification of SNPs has been achieved in yeast using oligonucleotide tiling arrays (Gresham et al., 2006) . Therefore we prepared and fragmented genomic DNA from the BUT1-2 mutant and the GCD1-S180 progenitor strain and hybridized the resulting DNA to the GeneChip S. cerevisiae Tiling 1.0R arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). These tiling arrays were designed to precisely complement the S. cerevisiae genome database (i.e., the S288c background sequence). Therefore, after a software training procedure (Gresham et al., 2006) , the SNPscanner software identified many SNPs above a specific threshold across both strains (data not shown). As a result, we selected those SNPs that are only present in BUT1-2 and not in the progenitor strain. Five potential SNPs were identified that might explain the difference between the BUT1-2 mutant strains and the wild-type progenitor ( Figure 3B ). One of these was particularly conspicuous, in that the potential SNP was identified in the GCN3 gene, which encodes eIF2B␣ ( Figure 3C ). PCR amplification of the GCN3 gene from both the BUT1-1 and BUT1-2 mutant strains, followed by sequencing, revealed a single nucleotide change for both strains. This change would result in an arginine-to-lysine change at position 148 of Gcn3p for BUT1-2 ( Figure 3C ) and a threonine to lysine change at position 41 of Gcn3p for BUT1-1 (data not shown).
To establish whether these mutations were responsible for the observed alterations in butanol sensitivity, we performed a number of genetic tests. We first investigated impact of the deletion of the GCN3 gene. Figure 4A shows that this deletion has a relatively minor effect on the level of butanol sensitivity or resistance. However, the mutations identified are semidominant; therefore, if these represent gain of function alleles, a deletion mutant might not necessarily exhibit a robust phenotype. Therefore, we next evaluated the genetic linkage of these mutations to GCN3 via meiotic mapping. As such, we integrated URA3 at a position proximal to the GCN3 gene (Chromosome XI: 493505-between the BCH2 and SAP190 genes) and assessed linkage of the phenotype conferred by the BUT1-1 and BUT1-2 alleles to this locus. Table 2 shows an analysis of the resulting tetrads where only four from the BUT1-2 cross and three from the BUT1-1 cross gave a pattern indicative of a single meiotic crossover, and a double meiotic crossover was never observed in either cross. This suggests that the gene responsible for the phenotype in the BUT1-1 and BUT1-2 mutants lies in very close proximity to the GCN3 gene. Finally, we tested whether the mutations described above explain the phenotype by generating these mutations in a plasmid copy of GCN3. Figure 4 , B and C, shows that expression of either GCN3-R148K or GCN3-T41K in a gcn3⌬ GCD1-S180 strain produced a strain with a butanol-resistant phenotype both in terms of growth and translation initiation. In contrast, expression of wild-type GCN3 gave a sensitive phenotype (due to the GCD1-S180 allele present in the strain genome). Strains were grown in selective media and incubated in fresh media or media containing butanol at the indicated concentrations for 10 min at 30°C. Polysome analysis was carried out as described in Materials and Methods. (C) Gradient plate analysis on the above strains showing the resistant profiles of the GCN3 mutant strains relative to the wild type. The gradient plates contain a gradient of butanol up to a maximum of 3% vol/vol, and equal levels of yeast are spotted at every position. Incidentally, these mutants also fail to inhibit translation initiation in response to amino acid starvation (i.e., they exhibit a Gcn Ϫ phenotype; data not shown). It is intriguing that these mutants phenocopy the null allele with regard to amino acid starvation yet with regard to the butanol-resistant phenotype they are clearly different from the null allele.
Overall, where other mutant cloning techniques have failed, we have used oligonucleotide tiling arrays to identify two alleles of GCN3 that can both suppress the butanolsensitive phenotype. Thus we have now identified mutations in at least three eIF2B subunits that alter the sensitivity of yeast strains to fusel alcohols. Intriguingly, the identified Gcn3p or eIF2B␣ subunit is required as part of a regulatory subcomplex for the regulation of translation initiation via interaction with phosphorylated eIF2.
1-Butanol Elicits a Dephosphorylation of eIF2␣
It is well established that starvation for amino acids generates an increase in eIF2␣ phosphorylation via activation of the only S. cerevisiae eIF2␣ kinase Gcn2p and that this inhibits eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange activity in an eIF2B␣-dependent manner Yang and Hinnebusch, 1996; Pavitt et al., 1997) . Given that eIF2B␣ mutants are resistant to fusel alcohols, it is perhaps surprising that either deletion of GCN2 or a specific mutation at the site of phosphorylation on eIF2␣ (SUI2 S51-A) has no impact on the ability of fusel alcohols to inhibit translation initiation (Ashe et al., 2001) . We were equally surprised to discover that exposure to 1% (vol/vol) butanol causes eIF2␣ to become very rapidly dephosphorylated in the BUT S strain ( Figure  5A ). A similar effect is noted for other fusel alcohols that inhibit translation initiation. Markedly, little or no dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ was observed for the BUT R strain under these conditions. Therefore even though we have demonstrated genetically that eIF2␣ phosphorylation (or dephosphorylation) is not the root cause of the butanol-dependent inhibition of translation initiation, there is a striking correlation between the effects of butanol on translation initiation and its impact on eIF2␣ dephosphorylation (cf. Figure 5A with Figure 1B) .
To further characterize the influence of butanol on the levels of phosphorylated eIF2␣, we prestarved cells for amino acids to induce high levels of phospho-eIF2␣ and then added 1% (vol/vol) butanol. Figure 5B shows that under these conditions butanol addition causes robust dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ such that even after persistent amino acid starvation, butanol leads to either a complete dephosphorylation in the BUT S background or a return to basal levels in the BUT R background. These results are striking in their similarity to observations using volatile anes- top panels] and yMK36 [GCD1-S180 (BUT S ); bottom panels] strains after growth in SCD. Cells were either untreated (UT) or treated for 15 min in the indicated concentrations of alcohol. Cells were also pelleted and resuspended in complete media (SCD) or media lacking amino acids (SCD-AAs) for 15 min. Protein extracts were blotted and probed with antibodies to eIF2␣ and phospho-specific antibodies to phosphoserine 51 on eIF2␣. (B) As in A, except the strains were pretreated in amino acid starvation media for 15 min to induce eIF2␣ phosphorylation before 1% (vol/vol) butanol addition. UT, untreated cells; 1, the pretreatment alone, 2 through 5, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min of butanol addition under continuing amino acid starvation conditions; 6, a control of 30-min amino acid starvation alone after the pretreatment. (C) Protein extracts were made from yMK472 (BY4741 wild type) and a range of phosphatase subunit mutants (yMK1235-49) to screen for mutants that were defective in the butanol-induced dephosphorylation of eIF2␣. After growth on SCD media, extracts were made from untreated cells (UT), cells starved for amino acids for 15 min (ϪAAs), and cells treated with 2% (vol/vol) butanol after the amino acid starvation (ϪAAs ϩBut). (D) Polysome traces from yMK472 (BY4741) and yMK1246 (BY4741 sit4⌬) strains, grown in rich media and incubated in media containing butanol at the indicated concentrations for 10 min at 30°C. thetics, where exposure of cells to such compounds causes an inhibition of translation initiation and also leads to the dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ (Palmer et al., 2005) . These data are also striking in their contrast with observations after amino acid starvation, where translation initiation is inhibited as a direct consequence of eIF2␣ phosphorylation (Hinnebusch, 2005) .
Sit4p Is Required for eIF2␣ Dephosphorylation But Not for Translational Regulation by Fusel Alcohols
To explore the mechanism of eIF2␣ dephosphorylation in response to fusel alcohols, we tested a panel of phosphatase mutants from the EUROSCARF deletion collection (Frankfurt, Germany; in the BY4741 background;). Figure 5C shows that in the BY4741 wild-type strain, amino acid starvation elicits the expected increase in phospho-eIF2␣ levels and that as a strain with the GCD1-P180 (BUT R ) genotype, addition of a higher level of butanol (2%; vol/vol) is required in order to decrease phospho-eIF2␣ to undetectable levels. Most of the mutants in the various phosphatase subunits generate a similar pattern of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation in response to amino acid starvation and butanol addition, respectively ( Figure 5C ). However, two mutant strains exhibited a different pattern. First, the ptc2⌬ strain, which is mutant in the type 2C protein phosphatase Ptc2p, exhibited high basal levels of phospho-eIF2␣ that were not further increased by amino acid starvation yet were reduced normally by butanol addition. The high basal level and lack of further induction after amino acid starvation is suggestive that the Gcn2p kinase is somehow active under nonstarvation conditions. Gcn2p itself is subject to regulation by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation (Cherkasova and Hinnebusch, 2003) , and it is entirely possible that Ptc2p is somehow involved in repressing Gcn2p under nonstarvation conditions.
In contrast, the sit4⌬ strain, which is mutant in the type 2A-related phosphatase Sit4p, exhibited normal induction of phospho-eIF2␣ by amino acid starvation, suggesting that Sit4p does not impact on either basal or activated Gcn2p kinase activity. Strikingly, however, there was little or no reduction in phospho-eIF2 after butanol treatment ( Figure  5C ). The simplest interpretation of these results is that fusel alcohols activate Sit4p, and this activation is required for the reduction in levels of phosphorylated eIF2␣. This potential role for Sit4p in promoting eIF2␣ dephosphorylation where translation is inhibited by butanol is almost exactly opposite to the situation where translation initiation is inhibited by rapamycin treatment. Here inhibition of Sit4p has been implicated in an increase in phosphorylated eIF2␣, because of suggested functions in the dephosphorylation of either the Gcn2p kinase or eIF2␣ itself (Cherkasova and Hinnebusch, 2003; Rohde et al., 2004) .
Serine/threonine phosphatases are relatively promiscuous in terms of their substrate specificity (Gallego and Virshup, 2005) . It is therefore plausible that a phosphatase such as Sit4p that is being activated toward eIF2␣ would also act on other sites in the eIF2B/eIF2 complex. Therefore, even though the dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ is not a requirement for the inhibition of translation initiation, this change may be serving as a marker for other phosphorylation changes that are important for the regulation of protein synthesis by fusel alcohols. Therefore to test whether activation of Sit4p is a requirement for the inhibition of translation initiation in response to fusel alcohols, we assessed this regulatory response in a SIT4-deleted strain. Figure 5C shows that the BY4741 wild-type strain is relatively resistant to butanol, and that at least 1.5% (vol/vol) butanol is required to generate a dramatic change in polysome profiles. For the sit4⌬ strain, translation initiation is inhibited by butanol in a manner similar to that of the wild type. Therefore Sit4p activation is not required for the inhibition of translation initiation in response to fusel alcohols. In addition, this result also confirms that the capacity to rapidly dephosphorylate eIF2␣ is not required for this butanol-dependent regulation of protein synthesis.
Butanol Does Not Alter eIF2B Levels, Integrity, or Localization But Does Alter Ternary Complex Levels
A variety of different mutants in the eIF2B subunit genes that cause the human disease VWM have been shown to impact on either the stoichiometry or the integrity of the eIF2B complex (Li et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2004) . Given that yeast mutations analogous to the human VWM mutations have also been shown to cause increased sensitivity to fusel alcohols (Richardson et al., 2004) , we assessed the impact of fusel alcohols on the eIF2B complex. We generated strains in both the BUT S (GCD1-S180) and BUT R (GCD1-P180) backgrounds where the genomic GCD1 gene is cterminally tagged with the c-myc epitope (Janke et al., 2004) . Hence, in these strains Gcd1p-myc serves as the sole source of Gcd1p, yet no obvious phenotype is apparent and levels of Gcd1p are not significantly altered (data not shown). Critically, the GCD1-MYC S180 (BUT S ) and P180 (BUT R ) strains exhibit the expected translational sensitivity and resistance to butanol, respectively (data not shown). Figure 6A shows that neither the levels of each of the eIF2B subunits (Input lanes) or the complex integrity, as judged by the level of each of the eIF2B subunits immunoprecipitated with Gcd1p-Myc (Pellet lanes) is altered in response to butanol.
We also decided to directly test whether the reduced protein synthesis observed in response to fusel alcohols occurs as a result of reduced ternary complex levels, as would be predicted if eIF2B activity has been inhibited. Therefore we generated BUT R (GCD1-P180) and BUT S (GCD1-S180) strains bearing a Flag-tagged version of the SUI3 gene that encodes the ␤ subunit of eIF2. Immunoprecipitation of eIF2 from extracts prepared from these strains (either treated with 1% butanol or untreated) resulted in equivalent levels of the eIF2 subunits ( Figure 6B ). Therefore, the integrity of the eIF2 complex is not significantly altered after butanol addition. However, it is clear that treatment with butanol leads to a dramatic reduction in the level of initiator methionyl tRNA associated with eIF2 for the BUT S strain but not the BUT R strain. This directly shows that butanol reduces the level of the eIF2-GTP Met-tRNA i ternary complex; a result that corresponds well with indirect measurements of ternary complex levels via GCN4-lacZ translational reporter assays (Ashe et al., 2001) .
Recently, we have shown that eIF2B resides in a single focus within yeast cells that we have termed the "2B body." Experiments using FRAP suggest guanine nucleotide exchange occurs in this body (Campbell et al., 2005) . These previous studies were performed in the BUT R (GCD1-P180) W303-1A background. To evaluate whether the 2B body is also present in the BUT S (GCD1-S180) strain and to establish whether butanol impacts on the body, we GFP-tagged a number of eIF2B and eIF2 subunit genes in both the BUT S (GCD1-S180) and BUT R (GCD1-P180) backgrounds using a strategy where the tagging cassette is integrated downstream of the endogenous gene (Janke et al., 2004) . Neither the strain background nor treatment with butanol appeared to impact on the localization of eIF2B or eIF2 subunits to the 2B body ( Figure 6C ). Similarly no difference was observed across the two strain backgrounds in the presence or absence of butanol when the total fraction of fluorescence from eIF2B (data not shown) or eIF2 subunits ( Figure 6D ) in the 2B body was assessed. The result with eIF2 is intriguing because after amino acid starvation, we observed (both previously and in Figure 6 . Butanol reduces ternary complex levels and modestly reduces the transit of eIF2 through the 2B body. (A) Myc-immunoprecipitation experiments using extracts prepared from the yMK1125 [bearing GCD1-P180-MYC (BUT R )] and yMK1126 [bearing GCD1-S180-MYC (BUT S )] strains grown in rich media and then either incubated in media (Ϫ) or media with 1% (vol/vol) butanol (ϩ) for 15 min. Samples were separated into input and pellet fractions, as indicated, and were used for Western blots using antibodies against eIF2B␣ to . (B) Flag-immunoprecipitation experiments using extracts prepared from strains yMK1613 [GCD1-P180 (BUT R )] and yMK1615 [GCD1-S180 (BUT S )] (both bearing a eIF2␤-Flag-expressing plasmid) grown in rich media and then either incubated in media (Ϫ) or media with 1% (vol/vol) butanol (ϩ) for 15 min. Samples were separated into input and pellet fractions, as indicated, and 20% was used for Western blots using antibodies against Flag, eIF2␣ to eIF2␥. The remaining 80% was used to prepare RNA that was used to perform Northern blots using an oligonucleotide probe to tRNA i Met . (C) A panel of live-cell images from the BUT R (GCD1-P180) strains: yMK883 (eIF2␣-GFP), yMK1211 (eIF2␥-GFP), yMK880 (eIF2B␥-GFP), yMK882 (eIF2B-GFP), yMK1347 (eIF2B␤-GFP), yMK1356 (eIF2B␣-GFP) and the BUT S (GCD1-S180) strains: yMK914 (eIF2␣-GFP), yMK1212 (eIF2␥-GFP), yMK876 (eIF2B␥-GFP), yMK878 (eIF2B-GFP), yMK1363 (eIF2B␤-GFP), and yMK1355 (eIF2B␣-GFP) either treated with 1% (vol/vol) butanol for 15 min (ϩ) or untreated (Ϫ). (D) Bar chart depicting the mean percentage eIF2 in the 2B body for the strains yMK883 (SUI2-GFP GCD1-P180 BUT R ) and yMK914 (SUI2-GFP GCD1-S180 BUT S ) after 15-min treatments in complete media (Ϫ), media with l% (vol/vol) butanol (ϩbut), or media lacking amino acids (ϪAAs). eIF2 levels in the 2B body were measured using confocal microscopy and densitometry. Fifteen image-merged z-stacks from at least 20 single yeast cells were quantified using ImageJ to obtain the plotted values. Error bars, Ϯ1 SEM; *p Ͻ 0.01 from an analysis of variance (ANOVA). (E) Bar chart showing half times of FRAP derived from experiments performed on eIF2␣-GFP-bearing strains yMK883 (SUI2-GFP GCD1-P180 BUT R ) and yMK914 (SUI2-GFP GCD1-S180 BUT S ). Strains were grown in SCD media then incubated for 15 min in either complete media (Ϫ), media with l% (vol/vol) butanol (ϩbut), or media lacking amino acids (ϪAAs) before single-cell FRAP studies. Error bars, Ϯ1 SEM (where n is at least 18). *p Ͻ 0.05 from analysis of variance (ANOVA).
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Vol. 21, July 1, 2010this study) that the percentage of total eIF2 associated with the eIF2B focus increases by 50 -100% ( Figure 6D ; Campbell et al., 2005) . This suggests that the fundamental mechanism by which these alcohols impact on eIF2B is different from that of amino acid starvation. Therefore, it appears fusel alcohols do not cause increased residence of eIF2 on eIF2B to competitively inhibit exchange of other eIF2 molecules.
Butanol Inhibits the Dynamics of the 2B Body
The dynamic cycling of eIF2 through the 2B body can be assessed using FRAP (Campbell et al., 2005; Campbell and Ashe, 2006) . Figure 6E shows that amino acid starvation leads to a significant increase in the half-time of recovery after photobleaching for eIF2. This is entirely consistent with the model where the phosphorylated eIF2 that is produced as a result of amino acid starvation exhibits increased occupancy on eIF2B and thus inhibits further exchange events. Butanol treatment also causes an increase in the half-time of recovery after eIF2 photobleaching; however, the magnitude of this change is very much smaller than that seen after amino acid starvation ( Figure 6E ). Given that both amino acid starvation and fusel alcohol treatment have a similar impact on translation initiation (Ashe et al., 2001) , then it seems inconceivable that this small change in the rate of eIF2 cycling through the 2B body is sufficient to explain the inhibition of translation.
Another property of the 2B body is that it traverses almost all regions of the cytoplasm. For instance, it can be observed to transit around the vacuole and also in rare cases it can be seen to enter the daughter cell transiently before rapidly reentering the mother cell (data not shown). Time-lapse microscopy was used to investigate the dynamics of the 2B body, where 25 images were collected over a 2-min period. For each strain depicted in Figure 7A , three individual images from this set are shown, as well as an overlay of all 25 images, which gives a representation of the extent of movement over the time course. From these and many other examples, we observe two phases in the movement of the 2B body. First, the body can move around the cytoplasm in what appears a relatively haphazard manner (e.g., Figure  7A , Time-Lapse Merge, the body marked ‫.)ء‬ The second type of movement is where the 2B body appears tethered to a specific site in the cell (e.g., Figure 7A , Time-Lapse Merge, the body marked ‚). Here although very localized movement is observed (for instance the body can turn or switch orientation), there is very little overall alteration in position. To further analyze these types of movement a standard MSD plot was generated using the amassed time-lapse data (Figure 7B ; Platani et al., 2002) . This plot shows that across short time intervals (e.g., ⌬t values of 5-20 s) most 2B bodies do not move significantly, whereas over longer time intervals (⌬t Ͼ 20 s) there is a finite chance of movement, and this movement appears to occur via random diffusion (because the R 2 value of the latter part of the MSD plot approximates to 1; Platani et al., 2002) . Therefore the 2B body appears to cycle between two phases: a tethered nonmobile phase and a mobile diffusing phase.
To investigate the impact of fusel alcohols on these phases of 2B body movement, we performed similar time-lapse studies in the presence and absence of butanol using markers for both eIF2B and eIF2 (Figure 8) . In both the BUT S (GCD1-S180) and BUT R (GCD1-P180) strain backgrounds, the degree of movement of the 2B body was similar in the unstressed situation ( Figure 8A ). Quantitation of the average displacement over 120 s shows that the 2B body (assessed using strains bearing either GFP-tagged eIF2 or eIF2B subunits) moves ϳ9 m in either strain background (Figure 8, B and C). For the BUT S (GCD1-S180) strain, a 10-min incubation with either 1 or 2% (vol/vol) butanol causes the level of movement to drop substantially (ϳ4 -5 m over 120 s; Figure 8, . For the BUT R strain (GCD1-P180), although 2% (vol/vol) butanol similarly inhibits movement of the 2B body, 1% (vol/vol) butanol has little impact (Figure 8, A-C) . The difference between these strains correlates exactly with the difference in sensitivity observed at the level of translation initiation and growth ( Figure 1 ). As the 2B body moves less after exposure to concentrations of fusel alcohols that also inhibit translation initiation, it seems possible that at least part of the inhibition of translation initiation is linked to increased tethering of the 2B body. By inference, then the capacity of the 2B body to move rapidly around the cell may allow sustained and robust levels of translation initiation.
As part of the mutational analysis described earlier two suppressors of the BUT S butanol-sensitive phenotype were characterized that are mutated in the eIF2B␣ gene GCN3. Therefore, we generated strains where the endogenous GCD6 (eIF2B) gene is GFP tagged in these mutants and both the BUT S and BUT R wild-type strains. For both mutant strains the eIF2B body is not present ( Figure 8D ). The fact that the eIF2B body is not present in these mutants, where sensitivity to these alcohols is suppressed, suggests that the Images from time-lapse microscopy studies using the yMK880 (eIF2B␥-GFP) and yMK883 (eIF2␣-GFP) strains in the top and bottom rows, respectively. Each row contains three stills from a series of 25 images over a period of 2 min as well as a merged image of all 25 stills, which serves to depict the total extent of 2B body movement. (B) A plot of the mean square displacement (MSD) as a function of time interval (⌬t) from Ͼ25 single particle-tracking experiments using the yMK880 (eIF2B␥-GFP) strain. For short time intervals the 2B body does not become displaced linearly, suggesting that there is some form of tethering in operation. At progressively longer time intervals the MSD approaches a linear relationship, which is indicative of movement by diffusion. eIF2B body is important for the translational inhibition. It is also possible that in these mutants lacking the eIF2B body, the free eIF2B no longer has the potential to become tethered after exposure to fusel alcohols and that this suppresses the effect of butanol on translation initiation.
DISCUSSION
Eukaryotic cells utilize multiple eIF2B targeting pathways (Proud, 2005) . Previously, we have characterized S180 and P180 allelic variants in the yeast eIF2B␥ (GCD1 gene), which confer sensitivity and resistance to fusel alcohols (e.g., 1-butanol), respectively (Ashe et al., 2001) . Here, we find that both strains are translationally inhibited by butanol, yet the butanol concentration required to achieve inhibition differs dramatically. Such differential sensitivity is not observed for ethanol (data not shown) but is seen for other alcohols, including well-characterized products of branched-chain amino acid catabolism (isoamyl alcohol and isobutyl alcohol; Hazelwood et al., 2008) . Therefore, it seems likely that there is some general mechanism where alcohols of a certain carbon chain length elicit effects on translation.
In our initial study, a panel of eIF2B mutants exhibited butanol-dependent phenotypes (Ashe et al., 2001) . Furthermore, butanol-sensitive phenotypes have since been observed for specific eIF2B VWM mutants in yeast (Richardson et al., 2004) . In this current study, we have characterized an eIF2B mutant, gcd6-1 (Bushman et al., 1993a) . As a Gcd Ϫ mutant, this strain is slow growing and has reduced basal translation rates. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that this mutant is butanol resistant, and we identified C383W as the mutated residue. This mutation impacts on one of the eIF2B hexapeptide repeats that constitute the left-handed parallel LbH domain (Aravind and Koonin, 2000) . This domain is also present in eIF2B␥, so we generated the analogous eIF2B␥-C483W mutant strain, which exhibited extreme sensitivity to fusel alcohols. Therefore, although the LbH domains of both eIF2B and ␥ are important for the fusel alcohol response, it is unlikely that they function similarly. The LbH domain is found in a variety of acyltransferases and is generally involved in the formation of trimeric complexes (Johnson et al., 2005) , although other conformations are possible (Gorman and Shapiro, 2004) . However, the relevance and functions of this domain and its structure in Figure 8 . Butanol inhibits 2B body movement and butanol-resistant GCN3 mutants lack the 2B body. (A) Images from time-lapse microscopy studies using the eIF2B␥-GFP bearing strains yMK876 [GCD1-S180-GFP (BUT S )] and yMK880 [GCD1-P180-GFP (BUT R )] strains, top three rows and bottom three rows, respectively. The strains were incubated in media (Ϫ) or media with 1% (vol/vol) or 2% (vol/vol) butanol for 10 min as indicated. Each row contains three stills from a series of 25 images over a period of 2 min, as well as a merged image of all 25 stills, which serves to depict the total extent of 2B body movement. (B) Bar chart depicting the mean distance moved in over a 2-min period from at least 40 time-lapse experiments (as in A) using eIF2␣-GFP to mark the 2B body in the strains yMK914 [SUI2-GFP GCD1-S180 (BUT S )] and yMK883 [SUI2-GFP GCD1-P180 (BUT R )] Error bars, Ϯ1 SEM; *p Ͻ 0.01 from an analysis of variance (ANOVA). (C) As in B, except eIF2B␥ is GFP-tagged to follow the 2B body in the strains yMK876 [GCD1-S180-GFP (BUT S )] and yMK880 [GCD1-P180-GFP (BUT R )]. (D) Images showing the absence of the eIF2B body in the yMK1567 [BUT1-1 (GCN3-R148K)] and yMK1595 [(BUT1-2 (GCN3-T41A)] strains relative to wild-type controls yMK1596 (GCD1-P180 BUT R ) and yMK1597 (GCD1-S180 BUT S ) using eIF2B-GFP (GCD6-GFP) to mark the eIF2B body.
the context of the eIF2B heteropentamer are currently unknown.
Two butanol-resistant eIF2B␣ mutations (GCN3-R148K and GCN3-T41K) were identified using an oligonucleotide array strategy. Mutation at T41 has previously been described as a Gcn Ϫ mutant (Pavitt et al., 1997) , whereas mutation of R148 has not been characterized before. Both residues are well conserved, and both R148 and T41 are present in human eIF2B1 (data not shown). Both mutations phenocopy the gcn3⌬ strain after amino acid starvation, because they fail to inhibit translation initiation. In stark contrast, the butanol response is unaltered in a gcn3⌬ mutant, whereas the two GCN3 mutants are butanol resistant. These genetic intricacies probably reflect the complicated subunit interactions and regulation of this factor. Overall, eIF2B␣, which is required for the inhibition of translation initiation as a result of eIF2␣ phosphorylation, is also a key player in the fusel alcohol response.
In contrast to other translational inhibitory mechanisms, eIF2␣ becomes dephosphorylated in response to fusel alcohols. This was unexpected given that the kinetics and scale of translational inhibition are virtually identical after either fusel alcohol addition or amino acid starvation (which induces eIF2␣ phosphorylation; Smirnova et al., 2005) . Two phosphatase deletion mutants, ptc2⌬ and sit4⌬, exhibited unusual eIF2␣ phosphorylation profiles. The ptc2⌬ mutant exhibited high basal phosphorylated eIF2␣ levels that were not further elevated upon amino acid starvation. Ptc2p is a type 2C phosphatase that dephosphorylates Hog1p and Ire1p, influencing the osmotic stress and unfolded protein responses, respectively (Welihinda et al., 1998; Young et al., 2002) . Ptc2p also influences the yeast cell cycle via Cdc28p (Cheng et al., 1999) and the DNA checkpoint pathway (Guillemain et al., 2007) . The fact that a ptc2⌬ mutant has constitutively high phospho-eIF2 levels that are unresponsive to amino acid starvation suggests that this strain harbors nonregulatable Gcn2p kinase. Therefore, it is possible that in a wild-type strain, the Ptc2p phosphatase acts on Gcn2p to inhibit or dampen the basal kinase activity. However, Ptc2p is clearly not required for the fusel alcohol-induced dephosphorylation of eIF2␣.
In the case of the type 2A-related phosphatase Sit4p, a deletion mutant exhibits virtually no eIF2␣ dephosphorylation after exposure of yeast cells to fusel alcohols. Therefore, it seems likely that Sit4p is activated after fusel alcohol treatment and either directly or indirectly leads to a decrease in phosphorylated eIF2. However, in the sit4⌬ mutant, translation initiation is still inhibited after fusel alcohol treatment; therefore, neither the activation of Sit4p nor the dephosphorylation of eIF2 is involved in the effects of fusel alcohols on translation initiation. However, in a physiological sense the dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ observed after fusel alcohol treatment may prevent the inappropriate activation of an amino acid starvation cellular response. This might be especially important given that fusel alcohol stress can be viewed as metabolically opposed to amino acid starvation; i.e., fusel alcohols signal the catabolism of amino acids as cells desperately attempt to find nitrogen sources, whereas amino acid starvation signals the up-regulation of anabolic pathways involved in channelling nitrogen reserves toward the biosynthesis of amino acids. The activation of Sit4p in response to fusel alcohols is also compatible with other responses that are activated by this stress, such as the pseudophyphal response (Lorenz et al., 2000) . Indeed, a sit4⌬ mutant is incapable of undergoing pseudohyphal growth after nitrogen starvation (Cutler et al., 2001 ).
Intriguingly, volatile anesthetics, like fusel alcohols, lead to the dephosphorylation of eIF2␣ and GCN3 mutants are resistant to these compounds (Palmer et al., 2005) . This suggests that fusel alcohols and volatile anesthetics impact on translation initiation in a remarkably similar manner. However, subtle differences are apparent. For instance, gcn3⌬ strains are more resistant to volatile anesthetics, whereas we show that deletion of GCN3 produces little difference in the response to fusel alcohols. Similarly, a gcn2⌬ mutant is resistant to volatile anesthetics, whereas GCN2 deletion does not affect the fusel alcohol response. In response to volatile anesthetics, the impact of the GCN2 deletion was dependent on the strains' auxotrophic status. We observe no correlation between auxotrophy/prototrophy and the effects of fusel alcohols. Therefore, these two reasonably diverse sets of chemicals target protein synthesis via very similar but not entirely identical mechanisms (Ashe et al., 2001; Palmer et al., 2005) .
Recently we have found that eIF2B and eIF2 reside in a large cytoplasmic body that we have termed the "2B body" and that this body represents a site where guanine nucleotide exchange of eIF2-GDP to eIF2-GTP can occur (Campbell et al., 2005) . Fusel alcohols alter a variety of properties with regard to this 2B body. For instance, they impact on the rate of eIF2 transit through the body. This rate has previously been shown to vary in a manner that equates to the level of guanine nucleotide exchange activity after stress or mutation (Campbell et al., 2005) . However, fusel alcohols cause much less pronounced changes than other stresses that inhibit eIF2B and translation initiation. The explanation for this is not clear, but we favor the hypothesis that nonproductive eIF2 transit may occur where the rate of exchange is regulated by mechanisms other than increased eIF2␣ phosphorylation. Thus the rate of eIF2 transit through the 2B body would be an overestimate of the guanine nucleotide exchange activity. Fusel alcohols also increase the length of time that the body remains in a tethered state, thus reducing the movement of the body around the cell. This effect is more exacerbated in a BUT S strain relative to a BUT R strain. The GCN3 mutants that suppress a BUT S mutation do not possess eIF2B bodies and therefore in these strains eIF2B is unlikely to be present in a tethered state. Interestingly, these data have implications for the function of the eIF2B body. The GCN3 mutant strains that lack the eIF2B body show no decrease in growth or protein synthetic rates, suggesting that the eIF2B body is not required for maximal protein synthesis. However, these strains are resistant to the effects of both amino acid starvation and fusel alcohols on translation initiation. Therefore, it is possible that the concentration of eIF2B into a large body permits a greater degree of regulation and, in the absence of this body, regulatory pathways are compromised.
In terms of the mechanism by which fusel alcohols inhibit eIF2B to generate reduced ternary complex, it is not clear whether the regulation is direct or indirect. Direct regulation of enzymes by alcohols has been described previously. For example, alcohol-binding sites exist in the cysteine-rich domains of various isoforms of protein kinase C, and depending on the precise nature of the bound molecule, they have been shown to both stimulate and inhibit kinase activity (Stubbs and Slater, 1999) . Intriguingly, these sites overlap with the anesthetic-binding sites (Das et al., 2006) . Therefore, it is possible that the eIF2B guanine nucleotide exchange factor represents a point of regulation for alcohols and volatile anesthetics as a result of such a direct binding reaction. Alternatively, the alcohols could interact and impact on a component of a signaling pathway, and one output of this pathway would be the posttranslational modification of eIF2B. In both of these cases, either the direct binding of alcohols or the posttranslational modification of eIF2B would alter the guanine nucleotide exchange activity of this complex, reducing translation initiation. Another consequence of this inhibition of the guanine nucleotide exchange activity would be increased tethering of the eIF2B body. If true, this would implicate the exchange of guanine nucleotides as important in the release of the eIF2B body from the tethered state.
Alternatively, it is possible that fusel alcohols either directly or indirectly impact on the process by which the eIF2B body becomes untethered. In this model, the increased tethering would lead to reduced guanine nucleotide exchange activity even though the intrinsic activity of eIF2B would remain unaltered. By preventing the movement of the eIF2B, fusel alcohols could locally generate increased eIF2-GTP and decreased eIF2-GDP levels. The decrease in substrate and increases in product could potentially lead to the inhibition observed here.
Overall, this study illustrates that eIF2B is targeted by fusel alcohols to generate reduced ternary complex levels and translation initiation rates in a manner that is similar to the effects of volatile anesthetics. This work also emphasizes the 2B body as an element of the cell biology of protein synthesis that might be fine-tuned as a consequence of cellular stress.
